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Ambitious targets require major investments
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EU Connectivity Targets 2025

1 Gbps downlink and uplink for all main socio-economic

drivers such as schools, transport hubs and providers of
public services.

100 Mbps downlink, upgradable to Gigabit speed, for all

households, rural and urban.

Uninterrupted 5G coverage for all urban areas and major
transport paths. By 2020 one major city per Member State

with 5G coverage.

Required Investments

 Gigabit Society vision requires a total of ca. € 660 bn investments

between 2015 and 20351:
 € 360 bn in ultrafast broadband for almost 100% of households

 € 200 bn in 5G coverage (cell densification, fiber to all base
stations) and complete 4G coverage

 € 100 bn in low-latency proximity data centers

 European Commission expects that 90% of investments will have

to come from private sector.

 Established, regulated operators represent 60 to 70% of annual

network investments2.

1 BCG, Building the Gigabit Society: An Inclusive Path Toward Its Realization, 2016
2 ETNO-IDATE, Annual Economic Report, 2016



Major Investments require an ambitious reform
four priorities to improve the regulatory framework

New networks: Exempt new VHC networks from access regulation and keep rules technologically neutral.

Existing networks: Limit regulated access to monopolies and take account of infrastructure competition1.

Spectrum: Ensure legal certainty for investments through longer licenses and peer review of award process.

Services: Level the playing field for similar services irrespective of use of numbers and harmonize consumer rights.

3
1 Cable operators already reach 55% of EU households, in Germany even 76% (homes passed).

Source: Arthur D Little, Cable Operators’ Contribution to the European Digital Landscape, 2016



What Europe has to gain from better regulation
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Established, regulated operators hesitate to take the
risks of investing in new fibre broadband networks

unless they are not forced to share potential returns
with competitors due to cost-based regulation.

Regulation induces high costs for both regulators,
i.e., the public sector, and the telecommunications

sector. More streamlined regulation would lead to
less regulatory costs for all stakeholders.

Access regulation hinders investments in alternative
infrastructures. Partially lifting regulation can

incentivize access seekers to invest themselves and
thereby foster infrastructure-based competition.

Lengthy regulatory procedures do not keep up with
dynamic market trends and slow down innovation. If

we want Europe do lead in digitalization, we need a
more market-oriented regulatory framework.

Unlock Investments Foster Competition

Reduce Costs Spur Innovation


